reported substantial positive correlations (a) between the Implicit Association Test (IAT) and response speed and (b) between IATs assessing racism or self-esteem and ostensibly unrelated control IATs. Using an IAT measure in millisecond-difference score format, they concluded that the IAT was confounded with general cognitive ability. A reanalysis of these data using the D measure (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003) eliminated the speed of responding confound, although it did not eliminate the correlation between the control and racism IATs. The study was replicated and the two correlations, paralleling those in the original study, emerged for the millisecond-difference score. However, both were reduced to nonsignificance by use of the D measure. These findings are consistent with other recent studies (Mierke & Klauer, 2003) that document the protection afforded by D against cognitive skill confounds.
well associated than when they are not. For example, in an IAT involving the pair of object concepts, flowers and insects, and the pair of attribute concepts, pleasant and unpleasant, it is easy to give one response to flower names and pleasant words while giving a different response to insect names and unpleasant words (congruent arrangement), whereas it is relatively difficult to give one response to flower names and unpleasant words while giving a different response to insect names and pleasant words (incongruent arrangement). The IAT effect is the performance difference between two such conditions and is understood to reflect the relative strengths of associations between the IAT concepts and attributes.
The IAT has been used to measure implicit attitudes, which are conceived of as associations involving objects and evaluative attributes (Cunningham, Preacher, & Banaji, 2001; Marsh, Johnson, & Lori, 2001; McConnell & Leibold, 2001; Rudman & Kilianski, 2000) , implicit stereotypes (Greenwald et al., 1998) , implicit self-esteem Greenwald, & Farnham,2000; Farnham, Greenwald, & Banaji, 1999; Jordan, Spencer, Zanna, HoshinoBrowne, & Correll, 2003) , and implicit self-concept (Egloff & Schmukle, 2002; Greenwald et al., 2002; Swanson, Rudman, & Greenwald, 2001) . Evidence for the construct validity of the IAT as an implicit measure of individual differences is steadily accumulating (in addition to the foregoing, see Greenwald & Nosek, 2001; Ottaway, Hayden, & Oakes, 2001; Phelps et al., 2000; Poehlman, Uhlmann, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2003 ) .
In a recent article, McFarland and Crouch (2002) concluded that the IAT contains an artifact associated with cognitive skill and observed that "some individuals may have greater difficulty than others in responding to incongruent categories relative to congruent ones independent of the specific content of the IATs"(p. 845). Their study included implicit race prejudice and implicit self-esteem IATs. Two control IATs, delicious and flower IATs, representing conceptual associations unrelated to race prejudice and self-esteem, were also incorporated. The delicious IAT measured the association between "delicious" and "happy" (the contrasting concepts were "not delicious" and "unhappy"). The flower IAT measured the association between "flowers" and "pleasant" (the contrasting concepts were "insects" and "unpleasant") as in Greenwald et al. (1998) .
McFarland and Crouch (2002) used a millisecond-unit measure of the IAT effect, in contrast to the measure based on log-transformed latencies that was introduced by Greenwald et al. (1998) and that has been used in most subsequent published IAT research. Using the millisecond-unit difference measure, McFarland and Crouch found that the two control IATs correlated positively with both the Race and self-esteem IATs. Because these relationships had no obvious basis in terms of the typical association-strength interpretation of IAT effects, McFarland and Crouch concluded that they were likely due to a cognitive skill confound common to all IATs.
1 The possibility of a cognitive skill confound in the IAT has been considered in some other recent studies (Mierke & Klauer, 2001 . In a study assessing implicit age cognitions (Hummert, Garstka, O'Brien, Greenwald, & Mellott, 2002) , elderly subjects who responded more slowly showed larger implicit effects on the conventional IAT measure. However, when the latencies were transformed by using as a divisor a within-subject overall standard deviation (SD), this age-related confound was minimized.
More recently, a new IAT effect measure, D, was presented by Greenwald et al. (2003) . D rescales individual IAT effects by within-participant latency variability. An overall latency SD from the IAT's two combined tasks is computed for each participant. D is the millisecond-difference score divided by this SD (see details in Greenwald et al., 2003) . Compared to several alternatives, D was more effective in (a) suppressing variability in the measure related to response speed and (b) capturing individual differences related to association strength . We expected that this D measure would reduce the cognitive skill confound that was described by McFarland and Crouch.
REANALYSIS OF MCFARLAND AND CROUCH (2002)
Data from Study 4 and Study 3 of the McFarland and Crouch (2002) article were available for analysis. Study 4 incorporated the two control IATs along with race and self-esteem IATs. Only data of the delicious and racism IATs in Study 3 were analyzed. The millisecond-unit measure used by McFarland and Crouch and D were used in the reanalysis. The millisecond measure was based on the test blocks, and latencies more extreme than the range (300, 3000) were truncated to the corresponding boundary value. The D measure used both the practice and test blocks and was computed as described in detail by Greenwald et al. (2003) .
STUDY 4
Table 1 displays the correlations between the four IATs on the one hand and mean latencies on the other. The millisecond measure has substantial large positive correlations with mean latencies. The millisecond-difference measure is clearly confounded with speed of responding. By contrast, the D measure is unrelated to mean latency. By scaling individual latency differences by latency variability, D successfully makes the IAT independent of speed of responding. Table 2 displays the correlations among the four IATs in the study. The delicious IAT is positively correlated with the racism IAT for both the millisecond (r = .39) and D (r = .38) measures. The self-esteem IAT is not correlated with the control IATs for either measure. The correlation between implicit self-esteem and implicit racism was smaller for D than for the millisecond measure (.25 vs. .09).
STUDY 3
For this study, separate samples were used to examine the effects of the cognitive confound on the racism and self-esteem IATs. The delicious-racism IAT correlations were .50 for both the millisecond and D measures. Partialling out average latency from the millisecond and D measures did not reduce the magnitude of the delicious-racism IAT correlations (rs = .45 and .49). Thus, the correlation between the control and racism IATs is not simply based on individual differences in speed of responding. On the second sample, the delicious-self-esteem IAT correlation of .35, p = .05 (n = 34) for the millisecond measure was reduced to .21, p = .24 for the D measure; using the D measure reduced the cognitive confound to nonsignificance. The results for the delicious-racism IAT may be anomalous findings that are unlikely to replicate, or some unknown, but substantively meaningful, factors produced the correlation. To choose between these two alternatives, we conducted a replication study that used the delicious and racism IATs with a student sample at the University of Washington.
REPLICATION STUDY
METHOD Participants. 101 undergraduates at the University of Washington participated in the study in exchange for course credit.
Procedure. After providing consent and completing demographic information, participants were presented with the delicious and racism IATs used by McFarland and Crouch (2002;  see Appendix for the target and attribute exemplars).
Participants completed two seven-block IATs measures (Greenwald et al., 1998) for the delicious IAT and the racism IAT. In the combined tasks, there were 24 trials in the practice blocks and 40 trials in the succeeding test blocks. Concept and attribute trials alternated in combined-task blocks, and subjects were required to correct errors in responding by pressing the alternative key in order to continue-a built-in latency penalty for incorrect responses, as recommended by Greenwald et al. (2003) and as used by McFarland and Crouch (2002) . The two possible sequences of the two IATs were counterbalanced across participants. Within each sequence, half the subjects did both IATs so that the presumably congruent blocks (e.g., delicious paired with pleasant and not delicious paired with unpleasant) preceded the incongruent blocks; this order was reversed for other participants. To help subjects distinguish concept items from attribute items, in many IATs concept and attribute exemplars appear in different fonts or colors. That was not done in McFarland and Crouch's (2002) experiments. To determine whether that might have contributed to their findings, the present replication used, as a between-subjects variation, both their procedure (same color condition, all concept and attribute exemplars in black) and a varied color condition, with concept exemplars in blue and attribute exemplars in green.
RESULTS
The correlations between IAT effects and average latency, for the millisecond measure, were substantially positive for both the delicious (r = .65, p = 10 -13
, n = 101) and racism IATs (r = .49, p = 10 -7
, n = 101). This response speed related cognitive confound was removed by the use of the D measure; the correlations were near zero for both the delicious (r = .01, p = .96, n = 101) and racism IATs (r = .05, p = .63, n = 101). These results are similar to those obtained in the reanalysis of Study 4. The correlation between racism and delicious IATs, for the millisecond measure, was substantially positive (r = .35, p = 10 -4 ), indicating shared variance between the IATs. Thus, the correlation between the racism and delicious IATs, as reported by McFarland and Crouch (2002) was successfully replicated. However, this correlation emerged only for the millisecond measure. This correlation was reduced to non-significance (r = .17, p = .09) for D. Unlike the data from McFarland and Crouch's Experiments 3 and 4, in the present replication the D measure reduced the presumably artifactual correlation between these two IATs to statistical nonsignificance. This makes it plausible that this aspect of McFarland and Crouch's results may have been associated with unique aspects of the sample or data collection procedures.
We conducted some additional analyses that were not included in McFarland and Crouch (2002) . A 2 (IAT Sequence: racism IAT first or second) × 2 (Task Order: congruent pairings first or second) × 2 (color: same color vs. varied color) ANOVA was conducted for the two IATs. The means and SDs of the IAT effects are presented in Table 3 . 
DISCUSSION
The reanalysis and replication reveal that the IAT millisecond-difference measure is confounded by general cognitive skill that encompasses response speed and other abilities that may affect task performance. By using D, the correlations between the IAT effect and mean latencies were reduced to nonsignificance. And in our replication, based on a larger sample than those used by McFarland and Crouch (2002) , the correlations between unrelated IATs also became nonsignificant. Our replication study also showed evidence of the D measure's resistance to order effects and to prior experience with IAT. These results point very clearly to the advantages of D over the conventional difference measure.
Cognitive Confounding Due to Response Speed . Research has established that a general speed factor underlies many cognitive tasks (Salthouse, 1996) and that this factor tends to influence magnitudes of treatment effects for subjects who differ in response speed. Generally, slow responding produces larger treatment effects (Brinley, 1965; Faust, Balota, Spieler, & Ferraro, 1999; Ratcliff, Spieler, & McKoon, 2000) . Factors associated with response speed include aging (Levine, Preddy, & Thorndike, 1987; Salthouse, 1996) , intelligence (Jensen, 1993; Levine et al., 1987; Salthouse, 1996; Vernon, 1983) , and task switching (Meiran, Chorev, & Sapir, 2000; Salthouse, Fristoe, McGurthy, & Hambrick, 1998) . The IAT involves a series of cognitive categorization tasks. Individual differences in general response speed may therefore influence the magnitude of the IAT effect. The transition from one response mapping to another taxes the ability of the participant to learn a new rule; individual differences in this ability will contribute to the response speed in the second condition and the IAT effect. Within an IAT block, the type of classification alternates in every trial. This constitutes a type of task switching, and the individual difference in the ability to switch tasks may contribute to the variance of the IAT effect. These factors can affect the individual's response speed and consequently contaminate the IAT effect. So the simple difference of the latencies across two conditions can depend on cognitive skills associated with response speed. McFarland and Crouch (2002) made this point, and our replication confirms that the IAT effect in millisecond units substantially correlates with average latency.
The D Measure. Although the difference measure in millisecond unit can be confounded by response speed, the present work provides evidence that the IAT can be scored to minimize this confound. D adjusts the magnitude of the difference score by dividing it by the individual latency SD across congruent and incongruent blocks. By using D, the correlations between the IAT effect and mean latencies are reduced to nonsignificance as are the correlations between unrelated IATs. Mierke and Klauer (2003) , using completely different content, reported a similar method-specific variance in the IAT effect. In their research, one IAT was used to measure an experimentally imposed novel association while another measured a preexisting association. These two IATs substantially correlated with each other when the IAT effect was measured in millisecond units. However, Mierke and Klauer reported that the D measure successfully removed this confounded correlation.
Still, for the McFarland and Crouch (2002) racism data reanalyzed here, D scores did not eliminate the cognitive confound, indicating that D scores may not always serve this purpose. Speculating, it may be that the cognitive confound is multifaceted, due partly to individual differences in response speed and partly to a skill of suppressing category incongruence, as McFarland and Crouch suggested. Our reanalyses make clear that D scores eliminate the speed of responding confound. Conceivably, however, some IATs require greater suppression skill than do others. For those that require greater suppression skill, D scores may be less certain to reduce the confound. Because both "delicious" and "happy" connote strong positive emo-tions, incongruent presentations (i.e., delicious-unhappy and not delicious-happy) may be especially affected by this skill. McFarland and Crouch found that the latencies on the incongruent presentations on this IAT were consistently the slowest of those in their study (see Tables 1 and 3 in McFarland and Crouch's article), suggesting that category incongruence is more difficult to overcome on this IAT than on many others. For that reason, the portion of the cognitive confound that is associated with suppression skill may not always be eliminated by D scoring. Greenwald et al. (2003) recommended the use of D on the basis of analyses of large data sets. On the basis of their smaller experimental studies, Mierke and Klauer (2003) made a similar recommendation: "Even though there is currently no clear-cut account for how the new algorithms work, the convincing results obtained for the data in this paper suggest that the new scoring procedures are superior to the conventional algorithms and should be used in future research with the IAT, either instead of or in conjunction with the standard scoring procedures" (p. 1190). Both our reanalysis of the data originally reported by McFarland and Crouch (2002) and our replication of a portion of their research design reinforce these recommendations.
